Violence Ends Rockefeller's Bolivian Visit

Party Flies To Trinidad After 'Stop'

Henry Gains A Son

War Protests? Not In 1898

Teddy Fires Blast At Thieu

'Make Concessions Or Stand Alone'

Canada and Vermont... a great relationship.

Inside News

Despite the death of a man who was believed to be prohibited from entering the country, Henry Gains welcomed a son.

The Oklahoma Journal

The Paper That Tells North & South

SUNDAY EDITION

Victim's Body Recovered

Viet Drowns Man

Storms Rack Midwest Area

Fracas Kills One, Critically Hurts 2
No Thieu-Nixon Split Conceded

Vietnam

Protests? FAAA Center Hosting Civil Rights Meet

Drownings

Vital Statistics

Nixon Plays Host

Missing Girl Feared Dead

Change of Color

Shepherd Mall N.W. 23rd & Villa

save 20% to 50% and more

ONE DAY ONLY SALE!

Big Savings on Sofas, Chairs, Bedroom and Dining Groups

State Paper Goes Daily

Dillards' Home Fashions

Bedding

Sofas & Sleepers

Chairs & Recliners

Dinette Sets

SHOP MONDAY 10 AM 'TIL 9 PM . S. Shepherd Mall . N.W. 23rd & Villa
THE LONGEST DAY REMEMBERED

D-Day Assault Nearly Failed

Things Have Changed

Share in America '69
It's here. It's now.

Across the nation there's a new campaign for one of the world's safest and finest investments, U.S. Savings Bonds and Freedom Shares.

"Share in America '69" is a nationwide campaign to encourage the saving of money for the future.

With the average rate of return on savings bonds held to maturity, Freedom Shares can save you money. You can buy them right through the payroll plan.

By saving automatically through the bank's Savings-Stash Plan you can invest a small portion of your earnings in the government's credit instruments.

U.S. Savings Bonds and Freedom Shares...a wise investment in the future.
GOP Seen 'Helping' Teddy; Harris Mentioned As Mate

HHH Sounds Peace Call
'Hate, Bigotry More Threat Than Missiles'

NASA: Traveling Exhibit In City

Pre-Election Paris Blasts Shake Guard

TULSA BLOWS DOWN O-STATE
No-Hit Try By Sparma Broken Up

Cincy Trims Cards

89ers Edge Indians On Walton’s Blast

Fullen, Scott Aid 4-3 Win

Two Still Tied

Cot Explains Brandt Issue

Beck Holds Skeet Lead

Dodgers Humble Phillies

World Series Berth Earned By 8-4 Win

Penney's Shepherd Mall

Pop's sitting pretty and you've saved 20!
REDUCED THRU SATURDAY!

'Special Style' recliner now $79

Contemporary recliner only REG. $99, NOW $89

Modern recliner,Orig. $129.95, NOW $84.95

PENNEY'S SHEPHERD MALL...your complete "one-stop" department store
Cost Of 'Closing Hunger Gap'
By 1970 Set At $2.93 Billion

Norwegian Tanker
Fire Kills Seaman

PLAY IT COOL

The Oklahoma Fashion Journal

The Little Mermaid
A Disney musical in the town & on the lake

Double Image

in Sande Kerr

Experts Head Up
OU Writing Event

Spartan Atlantic
SUMMER NEEDS
at SAVINGS

Famous Make
20" Portable
Fans 1099

AUTO SAVINGS!
FUN 'N SWIM BARGAINS

WEATHER WORD

Weather Word
Medical Secretary Meets Boss On Stage

Haggins: More Than His Pound Of Flesh

REMEMBER JUNE 15TH—
It's Father Time again!

'On Any Shirt...
Just Palace
Any Sport
Or Dress Shirt
At Parks!

FREE MONOGRAMS*
Personalize Your Father's Day Gift—
Choose from 6 Monogram Styles!

Pant Dress by Ryers $10

New Face ‘Healthy’

Just wear a smile
and a Jantzen

For Mother-Of-The-Groom

It's The Vintage Year...
Fabrics Comeback Off Museum Shelves

No More Hiding Behind Mask...

Moyree Fashions
7206 E. Reno

Rothschild's

key dads are parks dads
'Mele Loke' Songs Set Hearts Singing...

'Sooner-Hawaiian' Brings 'Islands' To School Children

Song Of The Islands

June Brides Repeat Vows

There's something you want in the 1969 S&H Ideabook

Is this it?

We've got it - come get it!

June is Pearl Month at

B.C. Clark

Our entire stock of PEARL JEWELRY

20% off

TRANSFER SALE

STYLED WIGS $20

DOE WIGLET $6.50-12.50

International Wigs

CARRIAGE HOUSE

For your hair and beauty needs

At our Downtown Green Stamp Redemption Center - 4th Floor, Park Avenue Side

John A. Brown Co.
Extraordinary Values
Save as much as 44% on summer items

famous label fashion swimsuits

One Day Only! Entire stock of
Imperial Venice and Bonded Bags
Sale...$7.00

Proprietary Dress Sheer
Fashions. Make Party Napery Regularly $2
Sale...$1.59

Velve-aqua Cuffed Foam
Washable Terry Slippers
Reg. $3.99 and 5.99
Sale...$2.19

MISSISS 1-2 and 3-piece
SUMMER DRESS SALE
Sale...$9.00

Nylon 3-Way Stretch
TOPS AND JAMAICANS
2.59
2.99

Special Sale of MISSISS
FASHION SWIMSUITS
Reg. 5.99 and 9.99
Sale...11.99 and 14.99

Shop Monday 10: 'Til 9: PM
Oakcliff offers quality apartment living at a cost you'll find hard to believe. Spanish Contemporary styling; one, two and three bedrooms, central air conditioning and heating. These unfurnished apartments feature Westinghouse built-in kitchens with range, oven, refrigerator, vent-a-hood and disposal. Other features include built-in TV antenna system, in-houseable hot water, laundry and recreation facilities and fenced play areas for the children.

Your eligibility to live at Oakcliff Apartments will be determined by maximum income limits, as set under FHA regulations. In other words, you cannot earn more than a certain amount based on the number of members in your family. Call us for information.

Oakcliff Apartments
1201 S. 44th

Leasing rates
All utilities paid
1 bedroom $100.00
2 bedrooms $115.00
3 bedrooms $135.00

PLANET PLAZA
55 Rooms Unfurnished

55 Rooms Unfurnished

70 Apartments Available

71 Air Conditioning

CASH TO TINGER

SEE OUR CARPET OUTFITTER

VACANT ROOMS

Please contact us for more information.

FOR SALE

FREE TICKETS

BASEBALL GAME
SAVE UP TO $440!

Sears

Discover Camping
See 'em displayed on the parking lot... and in the store!

Sears SPORTS CENTER

Save up to $440 on Sears Camping Gear!

SAVE $440
$1299 12'x12' Deluxe Tent w/Frame
$199 9'x9' Deluxe Tent w/Frame

SAVE $200
$1299 12'x12' Deluxe Tent w/Frame
$199 9'x9' Deluxe Tent w/Frame

SAVE $100
$1299 12'x12' Deluxe Tent w/Frame
$199 9'x9' Deluxe Tent w/Frame

SAVE $50
$1299 12'x12' Deluxe Tent w/Frame
$199 9'x9' Deluxe Tent w/Frame

SAVE $20
$1299 12'x12' Deluxe Tent w/Frame
$199 9'x9' Deluxe Tent w/Frame

Funnies
And Games

This Fun Week In Oklahoma City, June 1-7, 1969
The Original Entertainment Magazine For Oklahoma

Funnies
And Games

There's no doubt an astounding feat money and time, but the boys and girls who made these are real heroes, yes they are! They did it for their country and for all of us. They made us laugh, and they made us think. And if you really think about it, you'll see that these boys and girls are just like those boys and girls who made the comics. They are the ones who made the comics.
This Guy's Turned-On To Money!

By BURT FREIDLON

LAKEWOOD, Colo. (AP) -- The guy who's on the run from the law, the man who's been on the run from authority for years, the man who's been on the run from the police for months, the man who's been on the run from the courts for weeks, the man who's been on the run from the public for days, the man who's been on the run from the media for hours...

"My Side of the Mountain," the new movie starring Jon Voight, is a tale of a young man who escapes from the confines of society by living in the wilderness. Voight's character, Tom Swift, escapes from his family and his problems by building a ski lodge and becoming a ski instructor. The film captures the spirit of freedom and adventure that is often associated with the wilderness.

"My Side of the Mountain" was released in 1969 and was a commercial success. It was directed by John Huston and starred Jon Voight and Carol Lynley. The film received mixed reviews, with some critics praising its themes of freedom and adventure, and others criticizing its portrayal of nature and its lack of depth.

The film is a classic example of the type of film that was popular in the 1960s, which often featured strong themes of freedom and adventure. "My Side of the Mountain" was a hit at the box office and helped to establish Jon Voight as a leading man in Hollywood.

Joyce Haber On Hollywood

Six-Picture Deal Nets Millions For Actors

By GORDON CONRADE

HOLLYWOOD, Calif. (AP) -- Six of the biggest names in Hollywood have signed a $10 million-a-picture contract with a major studio, it was announced today.

The six actors, who include Tom Hanks, Robert Redford, Meryl Streep, Jack Nicholson, Julia Roberts, and Kevin Costner, will each receive a guaranteed $1 million for each picture they make under the deal.

The six actors are some of the most sought-after in the industry, and their decision to sign the deal is seen as a major boost to the studio.

"This is a real coup for the studio," said a studio executive.

The deal, which is reportedly worth $60 million, is expected to keep the studio competitive in the highly competitive movie market.

The six actors, who are all represented by William Morris Agency, are expected to make films over the next five years.

Barbara Streisand, who is not part of the deal, was reportedly approached by the studio but declined.

"I wanted to do a picture with them, but I guess they didn't want to do a picture with me," she said.

The deal is expected to be announced at the studio's annual shareholders' meeting next month.

-- End --
'Dr. Kildare' Plays Hamlet and Knocks Critics Cuckoo

By VERNON SCOTT

Dr. Kildare, the overworked intern, has been cast as Hamlet in a new production of the play. The reviews have been mixed, but the performance has received mixed reviews, and one critic has even called it "cuckoo." The role requires a great deal of acting and it's a departure from the usual medical dramas. The audience seems divided on his performance, some finding it impressive, while others find it lacking.

Sheilagh Graham, Hollywood Gadabout

Steiger To Meet His 'Waterloo'

Stevens, Ray - Ray Steiger, working on location for "Waterloo," where the city's water supply is the central issue. The city is facing a crisis, and Steiger, known for his dramatic flair, is set to play the role of a key politician. The actor is excited about the challenge.

For Big Party Stars Tumble Down

For Big Party Stars Tumble Down

Peter Elsden

The party started off perfectly, with the stars and their entourage mingling and having a good time. But as the night went on, things started to go wrong. One of the guests, Victoria Solar, fell off a balcony and was taken to the hospital. The other guests were shocked and saddened, but they continued to enjoy the party. However, the incident highlighted the need for better security at future events.

Vanesza Radgrove

The stars were leaving the party when Vanesza Radgrove was spotted leaving early. The reason for her departure was not clear, but she seemed to be in a hurry.

It's Enough To Drive Actors Batty

In WAYNE WARDEN

GOLDFORD, Minn. - The abundant caviar supply in the state has been severely depleted, and a major catastrophe is feared. The caviar is being flown in from Russia for the annual gala event in Wayne Warden, a city best known for its flying caviar. The event, which attracts thousands of people, is a major attraction for the city.

Shirley MacLaine

In OSAKA, Japan - Shirley MacLaine's recent visit to Japan has received mixed reviews. She received a standing ovation at the Tokyo Film Festival, but also faced criticism for her political comments. The actress is known for her outspoken nature and her love of animals.

FREE

If you subscribe before JUNE 15th, subscribe NOW and save almost 20%.
Greek Artist Wants City To Join Sculpture Crowd

By LARRY PRICE

A Greek artist who has long been fascinated by the art of sculpture has recently made his way to Oklahoma City to present his work. The artist, known only as 'Ivan', has been traveling around the world, capturing the essence of different cultures through his art. He is currently exhibiting his pieces at the Oklahoma City Art Museum, where he hopes to inspire viewers with his unique perspective on art.

Ivan's journey began in Greece, where he spent his early years studying under renowned sculptors. His passion for art led him to travel to various parts of the world, including the United States, where he was particularly drawn to the diversity and beauty of Oklahoma City. The city's vibrant and artistic atmosphere provided the perfect backdrop for his work.

In his latest exhibition, Ivan presents a series of sculptures that reflect his journey and the experiences he has encountered. The works are diverse in style, ranging from abstract forms to representational pieces. Each piece tells a story, and Ivan invites viewers to interpret them in their own way.

The exhibition at the Oklahoma City Art Museum opens on Saturday, and it will be on display until the end of the month. Ivan encourages everyone to visit and experience the art firsthand. He believes that art is a powerful tool for连接ing people and cultures, and he hopes that his exhibition will inspire viewers to explore new perspectives and appreciate the beauty of art.

It's Strictly Family Fun

Czech Hall’s One Of A Kind

By LAUREN PRICE

Czech Hall, a popular eatery in Oklahoma City, is known for its unique menu and family-friendly atmosphere. With a diverse selection of Czech and American dishes, Czech Hall offers a dining experience that is both delicious and enjoyable for all ages.

Owner John Novak, a native of Czechoslovakia, created the restaurant as a tribute to his heritage. He wanted to preserve the traditional Czech recipes that he grew up with and share them with others. The menu features a variety of dishes, including pierogi, baklava, and Czech-style sausages.

One of the standout dishes at Czech Hall is the pierogi, a dumpling filled with mashed potatoes and various other ingredients. The restaurant offers two versions of pierogi: a traditional one with cheese and a sweet one with raisins and cinnamon. The baklava is another favorite, with its layers of phyllo dough and honey syrup.

Czech Hall is located at 123 Main Street in Oklahoma City. It is open for lunch and dinner every day, with a special buffet on Sunday evenings. Whether you're looking for a delicious meal or a fun night out with the family, Czech Hall is the perfect destination.

The Dancers Go Round

To the music of轻柔的风, hands take hold and dancers, dressed in vibrant colors and costumes, dance to the beat of the rhythm. Each dancer brings their own unique style and energy to the performance, creating a captivating spectacle for the audience.

The performance takes place in the heart of downtown Oklahoma City, where the streets are lined with lively bars and restaurants. The dancers move gracefully, their movements fluid and synchronized. The music is soft and soothing, creating a peaceful atmosphere.

The crowd is enthralled by the performance, clapping and cheering as the dancers continue to perform. The energy is electric, and everyone is immersed in the moment.

TradeMart

Save 1/3 on all color film processing

Hey Kids! Moms & Dads & Grandparents Too!
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Hey Kids! Moms & Dads & Grandparents Too!
They Speak Language Of Stars

By LEOY PRICE

They can tell the time of day, what the weather will be, and even the"seasons" of the universe. Yes, Mike and Vycke McEwen, the world's only known solar observers, can speak the language of the stars. Mike, 32, and Vycke, 25, are professional astronomers at the University of California at Los Angeles. They have spent years studying the stars and are now gaining recognition for their work. Mike and Vycke are able to communicate with the stars through a series of intricate gestures and facial expressions. Their language is based on the movements of the stars and the changing position of the earth in its orbit around the sun. They use this language to predict the weather and to understand the cycles of the universe. Mike and Vycke are also able to communicate with each other through this language. They are married and have been together for over 10 years. They have two children, a son and a daughter. The McEwens live in a small apartment in Los Angeles and spend their days studying the stars. They are often seen at the Los Angeles Observatory, where they conduct their research. Mike and Vycke are often sought after for their knowledge and expertise. They are frequently called upon to speak at conferences and to give lectures on the language of the stars. They are also sometimes called upon to consult for movie and television productions. Mike and Vycke are proud of their work and are committed to sharing their knowledge with others. They are dedicated to spreading the word about the beauty and majesty of the stars and the importance of understanding them.
Collecting Funnies Very Serious Stuff

By RODNA CLAY

Two genuine Friend collectors agree with one another.t Jess and Dick smartly compiled a collection of comics and Friends which covered the period from 1930 to 1960, the main emphasis being on the strips from the 1930's. Jess believes that if you start studying strips, you'll find a lot of material that you can't find anywhere else. Dick notes that there are several interesting stories about what goes on behind the scenes in the world of comics. Jess says that in terms of research, you can spend hours looking for a particular strip and not find it, but if you try to find something else, you'll find it. Dick agrees, adding that it's important to look beyond the obvious and to seek out the hidden gems within the world of comics.

GRIMES AND LAUGHS are two very different comic strips from the 1930's. Grimes was created by Ernie Bushmiller and Laugh was created by Mort Walker. While Grimes is a realistic strip that focuses on the daily life of a man named Norm, Laugh is a surreal strip that features a variety of characters and situations. Jess and Dick both agree that both strips are interesting and worth studying. Dick notes that the characters and situations in both strips are often humorous and entertaining, while Jess points out that both strips are also insightful and thought-provoking. Dick adds that it's important to look beyond the obvious and to seek out the hidden gems within the world of comics.

Cover Story

For Visitors

By ROY ROBERTS

There's nothing quite like a visit to Mod III Trio Rocks, which is nestled on the outskirts of the bustling city. The Mod III Trio Rocks is a cultural hub that offers a unique and memorable experience to its visitors. It's a place where art, music, and creativity come together to create a truly One of the most memorable experiences at the Mod III Trio Rocks is the chance to interact with the friendly and knowledgeable staff. They'll be happy to answer any questions you might have about the place or the surrounding area.

MOD III TRIO ROCKS

Mod III Trio Rocks is the home and the power player that holds the Mod III Trio of the Manitoba West End Club, to gather. (Photograph by Dick Beatty)

Double Treat

Cover Story

Best have enjoyed a good number of people interested in the Mod III Trio Rocks, which is all about art and music. Their offerings are not to be missed. Whether you're interested in art or music, the Mod III Trio Rocks has something for everyone. They offer a variety of art exhibits, concerts, and other events throughout the year. The staff is friendly and knowledgeable, and they're always happy to answer any questions you might have. So, if you're interested in art or music, be sure to check out the Mod III Trio Rocks.

GRIMES AND LAUGHS are two very different comic strips from the 1930's. Grimes was created by Ernie Bushmiller and Laugh was created by Mort Walker. While Grimes is a realistic strip that focuses on the daily life of a man named Norm, Laugh is a surreal strip that features a variety of characters and situations. Jess and Dick both agree that both strips are interesting and worth studying. Dick notes that the characters and situations in both strips are often humorous and entertaining, while Jess points out that both strips are also insightful and thought-provoking. Dick adds that it's important to look beyond the obvious and to seek out the hidden gems within the world of comics.

This Arty Scene

Top Artists In Show Set At Red Ridge

Top Artists In Show Set At Red Ridge

Mojave, NV

An exhibition of paintings by the West Coast Watercolor Society was held at the Red Ridge Art Gallery in Mojave, NV. The exhibition featured the works of 12 artists from the West Coast Watercolor Society, including Melissa Whitten, Michael Kuenzi, Robert Wood, and Gregory Brower. The exhibition was well-received, with a large turnout of visitors who came to appreciate the beauty and skill of the artists' work.

The West Coast Watercolor Society was founded in 1956 and is dedicated to promoting the art of watercolor painting. The society has a membership of over 500 artists from across the United States and Canada. The society hosts annual exhibitions and conferences, as well as workshops and other events to promote the art of watercolor painting.

An Insight To Learning

ROBERTSON - What is the problem that these people are dealing with in their current situation? What is the root cause of their difficulties?

In this current situation, the problem these people are dealing with is a lack of adequate nutrition. The root cause of their difficulties is a lack of access to healthy food options in their community.

In an effort to address this issue, a group of volunteers have been working to establish a community garden. They have been planting a variety of vegetables and fruits in the garden to provide fresh, healthy food for the community. The group has also been working to educate the community about the importance of healthy eating and the benefits of growing your own food.
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Fun Guide's Radio Logs

Take A Wild Trip Up To 'Hog Creek'

An Adventure In Fun

Summer School Needing Tutors

The Huntress

COME ON IN!

CUSTOM BUILT ENCLOSURES
TO 90% OFF ALL SIZES

CUSTOM POOLS

JU-JITSE

OKLAHOMA ACADEMY OF

JU-DO

913 N. 12th
332-5999
Glad You Asked That!

By BILLY GORDON

Q: How's it goin, The late great Bill Hader, through those
headlines and comic strips, that's all you're up to.

Q: What's the weather like where you're at? Is it sunny?

Q: Any plans for the weekend? What are you doing?

Q: Any advice for someone who wants to start a career in comedy?

Q: Any funny stories from your time on "Saturday Night Live"?

Q: Any upcoming projects you're excited about?

Q: Any advice for aspiring comedians?

Q: Any advice for people who want to improve their writing skills?

Q: Any advice for people who want to break into the industry?

Q: Any advice for people who want to start their own comedy show?

Q: Any advice for people who want to start their own comedy podcast?

Q: Any advice for people who want to start their own comedy website?

Q: Any advice for people who want to start their own comedy book?
Music Today:
It’s A Blast

STEVENSON - There’s an exquisitely ripe today on the horizon. The world-renowned music department at ABC-TV’s Nashville studio will broadcast a special program from the ABC-TV Nashville studio. The program, entitled "Music Today: It’s A Blast," will feature a variety of musical performances, including a concert by the Nashville Symphony Orchestra, a recital by pianist Van Cliburn, and a performance by the Nashville Children's Chorus.

Cash And Dylan

Cash and Dylan, two of the most popular musicians today, have joined forces for a special concert at the ABC-TVP Nashville studio. The duo, known for their unique blend of country and folk music, will perform a selection of their favorite songs, including "Cash's Love Letter" and "Dylan's Thunder."

De-It-Yourself

Glider Swing's Back In Fashion

STEVIE WOODS
This is the time of year when people are beginning to think about spring. Many are already planning their gardens, and others are thinking about the clothes they will wear. But one trend that seems to be gaining popularity is the return of the glider swing. This swing style, which was popular in the 1930s and 1940s, is making a comeback. It is a fun and easy style to wear, and it can be dressed up or down depending on the occasion.

Doing Her Thing

AUBREY THOMPSON
Aubrey Thompson is a fashion designer who has been making a name for herself in the industry. She recently launched her new line of clothing, which she calls "Doing Her Thing." The line features bold colors and daring designs, and it has been well-received by fashion critics and fans alike. Thompson herself is a true fashionista, and she says that she draws inspiration from her own style and the styles of other designers she admires. She hopes that her new line will inspire women to express themselves through their clothing.
Sears Qualified Designer Consultants

CUSTOM MADE
Quilted * Slipcovers
from a Very Special Group of Quality Fabrics
SAVE 22.12 to 40.12!

Hurry . . . Limited Time!
Shop and phone orders continue
quoting 22.12 with no 24-hour shut-off.
For labor estimates please phone.

Total for
Average Sofa Fabrics & Labor

SEND NOW
Average Sofa 49.88

Total for
Average Chair Fabrics & Labor

Send Full Name, Address, Zip Code, and Telephone Number for an Appointment

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed in Your Money Back

Sears

NO MONEY DOWN
Offer Ends February 28th

Shop Monday-Thursday 9:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

Open Regular Hours

Shoppe Hill
2215 1/2 B Ave.
622-6190

Shawnee Mall
422-6277

Mall Plaza
W. 84th & Western
332-3371

In Hi-Med
2441 Main
226-6590

Expires: 2/28/80
A D-Day Tribute by General of the Army OSWALD S. BRADLEY

"Twenty-five years ago this week, D-Day, the largest amphibious assault in history invaded the continent of Europe, changing the course of history and the outcome of World War II. Today, as we commemorate this historic moment, we remember the sacrifice and bravery of those who fought and died in the liberation of Europe.

We honor the nearly 150,000 American soldiers who stormed Omaha Beach on D-Day, and the thousands of Allied troops who followed. Their courage, determination, and牺牲 are an inspiration to us all.

Today, we remember not only the Americans who fought in World War II, but the millions of other soldiers from around the world who joined together to defeat the Axis powers. Their sacrifice and bravery are a testament to the power of unity and the strength of human spirit.

As we look back on this momentous day, let us not forget the lessons it taught us. Let us remember the importance of peace and the dangers of war. Let us honor the memory of those who gave their lives for our freedom.

On this day, let us pause to remember the sacrifices of those who served, and let us honor their memory.

Together, let us commemorate the 75th anniversary of D-Day, and let us commit to building a world that is safer and more secure for all.
'They Soared Like Mated Doves'

By GEORGE A. GIFFE

"One might suppose that anyhow would be enough of an advertisement for itself," the writer for "From Cadillac's Beautiful" concluded in the issue of October 8, 1938. "Without anything more superfluous or excessive, the story of the model would have been enough to assure the buying of the automobile. The car itself has a lot of grace, and it has an air of elegance." The writer continued, "But there is something more. There is a quality that is not easily duplicated or imitated, a quality that is unique and characteristic of the car itself. The car has a certain charm that is not found in any other automobile." The writer then described the features of the car, including its performance, and concluded with a call to action.

Experience a Command Performance Drive
...most enjoyable distance between any two points on the compass.

Seating tomorrow morning, your dealer will introduce you to a car that will challenge the most demanding drivers, and you'll enjoy driving the 1934 Cadillac because of its outstanding performance. Whether you choose to drive in America or one of ten other Cadillac motors you have the advantage of an experience, a Command Performance Drive.

Cadiilla
PURCHASE OF THE PUBLIC
Priscilla, Queen of the Wedding Business

BY JOE MCCAUGHY

In the world of high-powered weddings, one name stands out: Priscilla. Her reputation is as formidable as her style, which is why the industry refers to her as the "Queen of the Wedding Business." Priscilla's influence is felt not only in the New York area, where she is based, but across the country, thanks to her extensive network of contacts and her ability to bring together the best in the wedding industry.

Priscilla's business is not just about planning weddings; it's about creating memories. She understands that every wedding is unique, and she works tirelessly to ensure that each one is tailored to the couple's individual tastes and preferences.

Priscilla's success is a result of her dedication to her craft and her commitment to excellence. She is known for her attention to detail, which is evident in every aspect of her weddings. From the choice of flowers to the selection of music, Priscilla ensures that every element of the wedding is perfect.

Priscilla's impact on the wedding industry is undeniable. She has changed the way weddings are planned and executed, and her influence is evident in the many successful weddings she has planned. Her name is synonymous with the best in the business, and her reputation is one of the most respected in the industry.

Priscilla's success is a testament to her hard work and dedication. She is a true professional, and her commitment to excellence is what sets her apart from the rest. She is a true Queen of the Wedding Business, and her influence will continue to be felt for years to come.
WHAT NEXT

By JUDITH RANDALL and JAMES WELSH

In 1969, the concept of "green building" was almost entirely a pipe dream for most people. However, the visionaries who devoted their careers to this idea have succeeded in making this concept a reality. The future is now, and green building is here to stay.

The concept of sustainability in architecture dates back to the early 20th century, with architects such as Frank Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier advocating for designs that were in harmony with the environment. However, it was not until the 1960s and 1970s that the term "sustainable" became widely recognized, and the focus shifted from simply designing aesthetically pleasing buildings to creating structures that were also environmentally responsible.

In the 1980s and 1990s, the concept of green building gained momentum, with the development of certification programs such as the U.S. Green Building Council's LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) system. These programs provide a framework for evaluating and certifying buildings based on their environmental performance.

Today, green building is recognized as a crucial element in addressing climate change and reducing our carbon footprint. Buildings are responsible for a significant portion of global carbon emissions, and by designing and constructing buildings that are energy-efficient and use sustainable materials, we can significantly reduce our impact on the environment.

In conclusion, the future of green building is bright. As technology continues to evolve and become more accessible, it will become easier and more affordable for architects and builders to design and construct sustainable buildings. The future is now, and it's time for us to embrace the concept of green building and work towards a more sustainable future.

INSTANT MORTGAGE MONEY!

You can beat the rising cost of new home construction! Don't wait. There are millions of dollars available for new home construction, but you must act quickly. Call Jim Walter Homes today to see how much you can save today! The savings continue to rise each year. Call now and ask for the latest information and special offers.}

800-543-5874

In previous years, the most common of the traditional riverside homes had been the bungalow, a modest house with a single story and a sloping roof. However, as the demand for more modern homes increased, the bungalow began to give way to the ranch-style home, which featured a single level and an open floor plan.

The ranch-style home was particularly popular in the 1950s and 1960s, as it offered a more open and airy living space that was well-suited to the changing needs of families. Today, the ranch-style home remains a popular choice for new home construction, with many builders offering a range of options and styles to suit the diverse needs of homeowners.

For more information on new home construction and the latest trends in the industry, contact Jim Walter Homes today. We are committed to providing our customers with the highest quality products and services, and we are here to help you find the right home for your family.

Jim Walter Homes
1-800-543-5874
Animals Are the Craziest People!
CHARLIE RICE'S Punschbowl

Did you know that elephants have been known to water gushers? Neither did I, until I visited the American Museum of Natural History in New York. I was there on a Saturday, the day when the museum is open for free. It was crowded, but I managed to sneak into the bird exhibit. There, to my amazement, I saw a baby elephant playing with a toy made of ice. The exhibit was called "Elephants in the Wild," and it featured animals from around the world. The baby elephant was surrounded by other elephants, and they all seemed to be having a good time. I couldn't believe it! Elephants are known for their intelligence and their ability to communicate with each other, but water gushers? Never! It was a real eye-opener for me. I learned something new that day. I highly recommend visiting the American Museum of Natural History if you're ever in New York. You never know what you might see!
A Toast to the Happy Couple

How the World Cooks by MYRA WALDO, Food Editor

A June wedding is the young woman's dream. The weather is usually ocksåiable, flowers bloom. As James Russell Lowell said: "And when we see you in June," Then, if ever, come perfect days. The months of the new heart, the flashes between a sigh of relief, the young couple leaves, and then the guests must be fed. True, of course, comes a trays, traditionally made with a punch. Alcoholic or not, it's a traditional as having the fruits.

The most popular probably contains the Hindhead punch, selling free. For this was the traditional number of ingredients which, when combined, made the flavor unique. The punch is light, and easy to drink. Originally for five members of the strong (spark), the weak (bland), the non-sweet (sour), the sweet (deep) and the sharp (spiced). Later, when

taste changed, the spirit was removed, and here's how a good punch is made:

When it is a bowl of punch or more,
For many joyful moments, take:
The strong, the weak, the sour, the sweet,
Together mixed, and loudly said.

The following recipe shows how for we've translated the original range of perfectly fine or fine ingredients. In sure your ingredients are chilled or it will take a great deal of time. Don't add new ingredients, such as raspberries or blackberries, to the punch until the punch will last more than an hour. Punch is made served from a good day, for sweet, develops a somewhat strange taste. And make sure

the ice is crystal-clear. Fill up trays with cup warm, at least for an hour so that the wine or brandy is warm, and then froze. The resulting punch will be clear and sparkling. Make sure ahead and once in plastic bag in the freezer so you'll have plenty.

And use cold ice, please. Don't put the punch box in the sun!

Ginger Punch

- 1 cup sugar
- 1 cup water
- 1 cup orange
- 2 cups orange juice
- 1 cup pineapple juice
- 1 cup grapefruit juice
- 1 cup lime juice
- 1 cup lemon juice
- 1 cup apple juice
- 1 cup cranberry juice
- 1 cup pineapple juice
- 1 cup ginger

Bring the wine, water and juice to a boil in a large pan, then mix in the ginger to taste. Add the sugar and stir until dissolved. Cover the pan, turn down heat and let it simmer for about 15 minutes. Strain the juice. Cool the pan, then mix in the fruit juices and serving. Pour over ice in a punch bowl. Garnish with sliced fruit and maraschino. Serves about 12 people.

Now: White wine, orange, or grapefruit may be added, if desired.

Votive Punch

- 1 cup white wine
- 1 cup orange juice
- 1 cup pineapple juice
- 1 cup cranberry juice
- 1 cup ginger

Mix in a bowl for several minutes. Heat the pan, turn down heat and let it simmer for about 15 minutes. Strain the liquid. Cool the pan, then mix in the fruit juices and serving. Pour over ice in a punch bowl. Garnish with sliced fruit and maraschino. Serves about 12 people.

Punch Characteristic

- 1 cup sugar
- 1 cup water
- 1 cup orange
- 1 cup pineapple juice
- 1 cup cranberry juice
- 1 cup ginger

Watermelon Punch

- 1 cup watermelon
- 1 cup orange juice
- 1 cup pineapple juice
- 1 cup lime juice
- 1 cup apple juice

Mix in a bowl for several minutes. Heat the pan, turn down heat and let it simmer for about 15 minutes. Strain the liquid. Cool the pan, then mix in the fruit juices and serving. Pour over ice in a punch bowl. Garnish with sliced fruit and maraschino. Serves about 12 people.

Now: Grapefruit, lemon, and lime juice may be added, if desired.

Central Food Corporation

NOW THAT TOAST'EMS HAVE MORE FILLING, WILL THEY STILL FIT IN YOUR TOASTER?

Here's 7¢ to find out.

7¢

Take this coupon to your grocer now. Worth 7¢ when you buy any Toast'em product. Offer limited to one coupon per package.
Not so, according to Janet.

"He's a real wild one!"

"I'm just as wild as he is!"

"You're just the same!"

"We're just wild together!"

"I'm just as wild as he is!"

"He's just as wild as he is!"

"We're just wild togeth-"
THE NEIGHBORS LAUGHED WHEN I SENT AWAY FOR FREE COLOR FILM
...but now they're all sending away, too!

[Comic panels with text and drawings]

LIVE THE BRIGHT LIFE WITH SELIG'S 3-PIECE ENSEMBLE FOR YOUNG MODERNS

$395
YOU NEW RECRUITS, WATCH CLOSERLY... I'M GOING TO DEMONSTRATE HOW YOU'LL BE EXPECTED TO RIDE INTO COMBAT!

WHUMPITY WHUMP

I'M AFRAID YOU'VE GOT SOME DISAPPOINTMENTS ON THE HOME FRONT, CHIEF!

WHERE'S MY NOODLE SOUP?

WHERE'S MY NOODLE SOUP?
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